Beach Treasure Hunt

Instructions for Parents/Hosts:

Make copies of the bottom half of this sheet. Cut out strips of the clues from number 2 through 5 and hide in their appropriate place. Remember that clue 5 leads to the final location where the "treasure" should be hidden! Kids get the top half of the sheet with instructions and first clue.

Clue Answer Key:

1. Drink stand (or kitchen, if having party at home)
2. Bucket
3. Umbrella
4. Lawn chair
5. Foot shower (or bathroom tub, if having party at home)

Beach Treasure Hunt Clues

Figure out the hint to locate clues. Once you figure out the area where the first clue leads, hunt around to find the next clue. Continue until you reach the treasure at the end.

Remember, each clue has something to do with the beach!

1. Go here to find something to quench your thirst.

2. Put all your seashells into this.

3. Stay underneath this to be in the shade.

4. Lounge around on this portable place to sit.

5. Clean the sand between your toes here.